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Key Achievements

� Continued growth in sales/product development with coordination 
across all areas of the Group being evidenced

� Successful launch event held for Passion Project Founder 50 
charitable partners and youth organisations 

� Passion Project commercial revenues in excess of £385k since the 
launch in December 2014 

� Digital team continues to build an expanding working relationship with 
Sudler & Hennessey

� Disorder Magazine has been re-positioned – new web site sees traffic 
up 70% - interest being shown from Vogue Italia, London Fashion Week 
and a number of UK colleges and youth brands 

� Disorder Magazine launches first digital publication, now available 
from iTunes

� Mobile team sign new clients also has first annual contract renewal 
with Viper Cleaning Services

Key Objectives for the next six months

� Passion Project to complete engagement of 100 fee paying Corporate 
members

� Relative to achieve operational breakeven in FY2015, with reference 
to success with Sudler & Hennessey, and new revenue streams being 
established in partnership with Disorder UK and Passion Project 
initiatives

� Expand mobile business solutions market-share, building on recent 
successes with OnSide and OnGuard

� Develop a dedicated in-house sales marketing resource

� Expand on the current Passion Project marketing social media 
campaign with the use of celebrity endorsements and key sector / 
industry influencers

� Disorder to expand to include sport, film, politics, gaming and 
technology to meet market and commercial needs 

� Build out commercial revenues for the Disorder magazine and expand 
grant funded training opportunities

“We are delighted with the continued progress that is now clearly demonstrable across all sectors of the business as well as the level of interest 
being shown by the marketplace in general for both the Passion Project and our associated products and services. 

This is helping to drive the development of new revenues and raise the profile of the Group. This activity is very much in keeping with our vision to 
build a media business that is both attractive for its shareholders and for the community at large.”

Deborah White, CEO Milestone Group plc
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The sign up of the 50 founding charities and youth organisations was successfully completed for the Passion Project’s launch in December 
2014. Guest speakers included Ben Drew (aka Plan B) and Paul Elliott CBE and was attended by over 220 guests including representatives 
from the 50 founding partners, the Department of Work and Pensions, Mayor’s Office, Job Centre Plus, Local authorities, education and trade 
bodies. 

Phase 1 of the portal was successfully completed in December 2014, showcasing work from our founding partners along with up and coming 
partner activities and engagement opportunities. Phase 2 of the platform involves the integration of the profiling tool, The Game, along with 
the activation of the registration portal (BE United). This is now underway with commercial sponsorship of £370,000 already secured and is 
expected to be complete by the end of summer 2015.

The first employer to come on board was the Rank Organisation in December 2014 with over 1,500 jobs in the hospitality industry anticipated 
to be coming available over the next 12 months. The Corporate membership offering opened in March 2015, with 12 members signed, 
including organisations such as Erith, Hammersons, Higgins and CWM with an encouraging number of leads with new potential partners. 

We are pleased to confirm that the relationship with the Football industry continues to go from strength-to-strength, as demonstrated by the 
recent agreement between Charlton Athletic Community Trust and Milestone. This relationship will see the Community Trust using the Passion 
Project portal to enrol their youth players and promote their community programme and employment initiatives.

It is anticipated that the sign up of the Founding 100 Corporates will be completed in time for the Milestone Foundation launch. The event is 
being supported by the Foundation Trustees, Lord Patel of Bradford and Lord Kennedy of Southwark and is scheduled to take place at the 
House of Lords in October 2015. 

The Board of the Plc and the Trustees of the Foundation have begun to identify and enrol members of the sector specific working groups, these 
groups will be required to oversee the Passion Project’s operational and governance policy. Presently, the working groups consist of members 
from the social welfare, social housing, education, criminal justice, employment, training and skills sectors.

The relationship between the Passion Project and the Working Groups has already started to demonstrate commercial results for the Plc with 
the recent successful bid and award of grant funding in collaboration with the Green Skills Partnership. This will see the consortium using 
Milestone’s mobile services and emotional intelligence with young people participating in the programme, this is anticipated to commence 
in late July 2015. At present we are aware that the Passion Project has been included in over 30 additional Section 106 related bids with our 
partners, a number we expect to see rise in direct correlation to the on-going recruitment of delivery partners. 

The Passion Project has already started to provide new business opportunities for other departments of Milestone Group, these include 
Corporate emotional intelligence training with a top tier law firm, the provision of digital design work, consulting services and CSR campaigns 
to several new Corporate members as well as the provision of a mobile training solution to a key strategic training partner. More details of 
these will follow in subsequent news releases.

The total value of revenues generated via the Passion Project since Dec 2015 is over £385,000 with numerous commercial opportunities 
currently in development. 

The project’s most recent partners are:



Creative Solutions
Relative

The Passion Project has generated a number of new business opportunities, including a CSR campaign for a top-tier management consultancy, a 
fashion exhibition for a large developer and a potential rebrand of a new corporate client. 

In a market where many digital agencies are competing for access to new clients and bigger budgets, we believe the follow-on services the agency 
can offer to the Passion Project’s new Corporate Members will see a marked increase in the agency’s activity and revenues.

In February 2015, Relative worked with the Group’s in-house publishing division, Disorder Magazine, on the re-brand and launch of their online digital 
presence. Relative has also worked alongside Disorder during April on the production of their latest issue – Vote or Revolt, in keeping with the 2015 
election theme. 

Seen as a trailblazing bible of fashion and music, Disorder is a huge supporter of new talent in the industry and features Ones to Watch in every issue. 
Street Style is an absolute mainstay, as Disorder knows that trends start at street level with fashions breaking new ground. Disorder includes trends 
and cool products throughout the Hype pages.

New publication and media sections will include sport, film, politics, gaming and technology to meet market and commercial needs. To date, the 
re-launch has seen a 70% increase in new visitors to the website.

Disorder has created a number of brand collaborations and partnerships including United Nude, Firmdale, Graduate Fashion Week, Hammersons 
and UCA that will increase distribution and audience. 

Issue 03 of Disorder Magazine was launched with its first interactive edition available on iPhone and iPad via the Apple Store in May 2015. Disorder has 
successfully attracted £49,950 of grant funding through the D Foundation to train young unemployed people. With numerous potential opportunities 
for funding, Disorder continues to train talented young adults who wish to work within media.

Media
Disorder



Education & Training

The modular framework of the platform continues to pay dividends, as we are able to meet the varied use cases presented by new clients without 
having to undertake major software changes. In recent months we have provided solutions as varied as quotation management for a building 
management organisation through to training and personnel management for the Green Skills Partnership, an initiative backed by the Trade Union 
Congress (TUC). The transport industry continues to provide opportunities and we will shortly begin a pilot to provide an incident management tool 
for a major rail operating company.

As technology innovations continue to offer new solutions, our modular approach allows us to easily integrate new solutions whilst expanding the 
functionality of the platform. Recent developments in location tracking have enabled us to add 3D location tracking to our offering. This provides the 
capability to track an individual device to within a few meters on any floor of a building using unique mapping solutions. Initial discussions with the 
Head of Physical Security at a leading tier 1 bank look likely to result in a paid for pilot of the enhanced OnGuard product.

The sales and marketing strategy is underway following the production of new collateral and a revised product website. The email marketing 
campaign continues and is resulting in a number of enquiries and requests for proposals from on-line marketing portals whilst the Passion Project 
continues to provide an expanding array of discussion opportunities with the corporate partners.

The Passion Project contains an education and training framework that has been designed to map the individual’s personal and professional 
development and is entitled The Ladder.

The training needs of the Passion Project participants are varied and will be served by a number of relationships with reputable and proven delivery 
partners. Each partner will have a commercial relationship with Milestone. There are several revenue opportunities for the company made available 
via training related activities – the value of these will vary depending on the level of training activity. It is anticipated that on average each young 
person undertaking training and achieving full time employment will result in a revenue opportunity for Milestone ranging from £1k - £2k.

The Company recently showcased Winning in the Game of Life, our emotional intelligence school’s curriculum based programme, at the BETT 
exhibition in London and the Education Show in Birmingham. A number of organisations have approached the Company to explore distribution 
partnerships and a conversation to offer sponsorship for 20 of the pilot schools is also currently underway.

Mobile Business Solutions
OnGuard


